The challenge has grown..."...

1. Bureaucracy...2. Scale...3. Technology...4. Trust...

A tripling in just two years...

5 steps to success...

1. Engage on the issue...
2. Identify the critical network use cases...
3. Understand your network inventory...
4. Generate a plan for change...
5. Begin the journey...

As businesses were already facing an increased cybersecurity risk from a surge in ageing and obsolete network devices..."...

2019 Global Network Insights Report - NTT Ltd

Key data-driven insights uncovered in the Report

- 47.9% of assets aged or obsolete
- 26.8 instances per device per annum
- 4.2% of businesses experiencing an increase in critical outages
- 55.5% for cloud services
- 10.5 percentage point increase in business availability

About the Report

"...how our practical approaches help unleash the potential of your network today..."